Emergency Responders Memorial Dedication Day. Tuesday, September 11, 2012 @ 9:11 A.M.
Emergency Responders Memorial commemorates the deaths of the 343 FireFighters, 60 Police Officers and 47 Emergency Medical Responders that perished September 11, 2001.
Fire Fighters William Rock and David More stand guard before unveiling.
Dedication is given at the beginning of the ceremony.
Bagpipers FireFighter Manning and Poynter bow during prayer.
Honor Guard marching out.
Glasgow Fire Secretary Polly Spillman and Glasgow Police Public Affairs Officer Julie Anne Williams sing our National Anthem.
South Green Elementary “Thank You Community Heroes” Red T-Shirts.
A large crowd gathered for dedication.
Glasgow Fire Department

Six hundred, forty-eight & 09/1.00 Dollars

For 9/11 Memorial From 5th Students

South Green Elementary School
DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF RESIDENTS WHO PERISHED AT WORLD TRADE CENTER

SEPTEMBER 11, 2001

EMERGENCY RESPONDERS MEMORIAL
NEVER FORGET.
09.11.2001